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Thank you for volunteering to umpire our  

5-pitch baseball games. It is a very important and fun 

job. Hopefully this tutorial will help those who are new 

to our league or who have never umpired before, 

become a little more familiar with 5-pitch baseball 

games.  

 

With a few exceptions, the games are played according 

to official Little League baseball rules. These exceptions 

are explained in the Local Option Rules document. It is 

a good idea to be familiar with these rules and also to 

read the Little League rule book. 

 

Protests want to be avoided at all costs. Managers and 

umpires should do all they can to see this happens. If a 

situation arises where a rule is in question. A rule book 

and a copy of the local option rules will be located in 

the score booth. Only use them as a last resort.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
       



     GENERAL MECHANICS 
 

1.  One umpire should be stationed just outside each foul line, about ten feet 

beyond first and third bases. This should be the starting  positions for all 

situations so fair/foul ball calls can be made on the lines. It is very 

difficult to make that call from behind second base. 

 

2.  The first base umpire traditionally is the umpire-in-chief 

     for the game. 

 

3.   The first base umpire should handle calls at first and home.  

     The third base umpire should handle calls at second and  

     third.  

 

4.  Always try to be set before making the call. Making calls on 

     the run impairs your perception. 

 

5.  Square up to the play, take a mental picture of it, wait a 

     half second, and make a convincing call.  Do not call a 

     play too quickly. 

 

6.  On tag plays, try to get as close as possible to make the call. 

     On force outs, about ten feet from the base is good at this  

     age.  Make sure the fielder has control of the ball before      

     calling an out. 

 

7.  Always have a pre-game talk with your partner so you both  

     understand the game plan. 

 

8.  If you are blocked from a call, check with your partner to  

     see if he saw it before making a call. If he can’t help you,  

     don’t call an out if you didn’t see a tag. 
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Positioning at Time of Pitch

1. For all situations the positioning should be one umpire just outside each f oul

line and behind the base. Although some umpires like to mov e to other positions on the

f ield, depending if  there are runners on base or not, we don't hav e the luxury  of  a plate

umpire, so we alway s hav e to be in position to be able to make the f air/f oul ball call.

2. From these positions it's f airly  easy  to mov e into position to make calls at any  of  the

bases on our small f ield.

3. The diagrams shown in this document utilize a sy stem where the f irst base umpire

cov ers play s at f irst and home plate, while the third base umpire cov ers play s at second

and third bases.
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Plays to First Base

1. On routine (if  there is such a thing in 5-pitch) inf ield grounders, the f irst base umpire should

mov e into f air territory  and establish a 90 degree angle with the throw.  Watch the f ielder release

the ball, f ollow the f light of  the ball about half  way  and judge if  it's on target. If  it is, f ocus on the

base and watch f or the runners f oot while listening f or the ball hitting the f irst basemans glov e.

Make sure the play  is ov er and make the call.

2.  If  the throw looks like it will be up the line towards home, mov e f orward to be able to see

between the runner and f irst baseman in case a swipe tag attempt is made.
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Plays at First Base (Continued)

3.  If  the throw is f rom the second baseman, like in this diagram, still adjust y our position to

attain that 90 degree angle with the throw.

4.  When making calls, be sure y ou are set and f ocused. Try  not to make calls while mov ing.

5.  On all play s at f irst be watchf ul f or obstruction (usually  unintentional) by  the f irst baseman.

This usually  occurs when he catches the ball while standing on top of  the base with both

f eet. Alway s consider if  the runner would hav e been saf e had the obstruction not occured

bef ore y ou call him saf e. In any  case, politely  talk to the manager and play er about it. If  it

continues then start calling runners saf e if  they  would hav e been. This is to both teach kids

the right way  and av oid injuries with collisions.
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Plays at Second  Base

1.  With a runner on f irst, and an apparent f orce out situation, the third base umpire needs to mov e

into position in short lef t-center f ield to obtain a good angle to make the call at second. Meanwhile,

the f irst base umpire mov es into position to make a call at f irst should the inf ielder decide to throw

there.

2.  If  a subsequent play  occurs at third base, the third base umpire needs only  take a f ew steps

back towards third to make a call. Remember, the angle to a play  is more important than distance.
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Multiple Runners

1.  With multiple base runners, and an apparent f orce out situation, the third base umpire needs to

mov e into position in short lef t-center f ield to obtain a good angle to make the call at second. Or, if

the f irst play  goes to third then just step inside the f oul line to make the call at third. Meanwhile, the

f irst base umpire mov es into position to make a call at f irst should the inf ielder decide to throw

there.

2.  If  a subsequent play  occurs at third base, the third base umpire needs only  take a f ew steps

back towards third to make a call.

3. Once no play  at f irst is apparent, the f irst base umpire can rotate to cov er a possible play  at the

plate. Remember, some of  these kids lov e to chase down and tag runners headed home.

                4.  In all multiple runner cases, try  to anticipate the play ...but not the call.
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Possible Play at Home Plate

1. With a runner in scoring position, some teams will try

to get an out at the plate using either the catcher or

sending the f irst baseman home f or the throw.

2. To get in position f or this play  the f irst base umpire can rotate home af ter

the batter-runner rounds f irst and there will be no play  on him there.

3. The third base umpire can mov e into position to cov er play s at second and

third.

 



               FAIR/FOUL BALL CALLS  

 

1.   Be sure of your call. Once you call a ball foul, you can’t 

      take it back. 

 

2.  On a foul ball, throw your arms above your head and yell  

      “foul.” 

 

3.  On a fair ball, just point towards fair territory. Never yell 

     “fair!” Only use your voice on foul balls. Otherwise it will 

     confuse folks. 

 

4.  On those little “nubbers” right near the plate, one of you  

     will have to hustle up there to make the call. Remember, 

     home plate, as well as the front inside corners of the batters 

     boxes are in fair territory. 

 

5.  A ball that hits the batter while still in the batters box, even 

     if it rolls into fair territory is a foul/dead ball. 

 

6.  Don’t call the little rollers down the line too quickly. It can 

     always hit a rock and spin back the opposite way. Wait until 

     it either stops, hits a fence, or is touched by a player. When 

     judging a ball that is touched by a player, it is the position of  

     the ball, not the player, that determines fair/foul. 

 

7.  If a ball strikes the batter while running to first base in fair 

     territory, he’s out. If it hits him in foul territory       

    (unintentionally) it’s a foul/dead ball (remember,                

    it’s the position of the ball). Anytime a batter/runner  

    intentionally interferes with the path of a batted ball, he/she 

    is out and the ball is dead. 

     

                          



1.  Line drive hits

pitching rubber

and crosses base

line settling in foul

territory. FAIR or

FOUL?

2.  Ball rolls inside

line, then cuts

foul, then back fair

behind the base,

stopping at point

"A". FAIR or

FOUL?

3.  Ball hits off

batters leg while in

the batters box,

rolls into fair

territory, and is

fielded by defense.

FAIR or FOUL?

4.  Hard grounder

bounces off of

third base and

settles in foul

territory. FAIR or

FOUL?

5.  Ball hits at

point "A" in foul

territory, spins

forward and

settles on home

plate. FAIR or

FOUL?

7.  Fly ball over fair

territory as it

passes the base,

wind carries it and

it lands in foul

ground. FAIR or

FOUL?

8.  Runner

standing on third

with one leg in foul

territory and one

leg on the base in

fair territory.

ground ball hits

the leg that is on

the base and

bounces into foul

ground. FAIR or

FOUL?

    FAIR or FOUL?

6.  Bounding ball

down the line

bounces over the

base and lands in

foul territory

beyond the base.

FAIR or FOUL?

A

A

     



9.  Line drive down

the line directly

over the base and

finally lands in foul

ground. FAIR or

FOUL?

10.  Fly ball over

foul territory as it

passes the base,

wind brings it back

and it lands in fair

territory. FAIR or

FOUL?

11.  Grounder

down the line,

fielder standing in

fair territory

reaches across

line and fields ball

and throws to first.

FAIR or FOUL?

12.  Line drive

carroms off of

adult pitchers leg

and ricochets into

foul territory where

it settles without

passing a base.

FAIR or FOUL?

13.  Fly ball down

the line hits the

foul pole and

ricochets back

into the field and

lands on foul

territory. FAIR or

FOUL?

15.  Slow roller up

the line comes to a

stop sitting half on

the line and half in

foul territory. FAIR

or FOUL?

16.  Slow roller

down the line in

foul territory, ball

hits a rock and

spins into fair

territory and

comes to a rest

after passing the

base. FAIR or

FOUL?

    FAIR or FOUL?

14.  Fly ball over

foul ground,

outfielder is

waiting for it in

foul ground, wind

blows it fair and

the fielder reaches

across line for

catch. Fair or foul?

 



                       SITUATIONS 

 

1.   Obstruction on a runner by a fielder - This happens often 

      at this level and just about always unintentionally. When  

      the play is over, award the bases you feel the runner(s)  

      would have reached (if any) had there been no obstruction. 

 

2.   Batted ball hits a base runner - If the ball has already  

      passed an infielder who had a play on it then the ball is in  

      play and the runner is not out.  If it hits the runner before  

      passing an infielder, then the runner is out and the ball is 

      dead, other runners return to their bases and the batter  

      gets first base. Contrary to popular belief, being on a base  

      does not protect a runner. If a fair ball hits him while on a 

      base, this same rule applies.  

 

3.   There is no Infield Fly rule in 5-Pitch. However, runners  

      can tag-up on any fly ball. Once a fly ball touches a fielder 

      (not necessarily catch it) the runners can leave their base.  

 

4.   On a force play, the fielder can tag the base with any part 

      of his/her body (foot, hand, nose, knee, etc.) as long 

      as he/she has possession of the ball in the hand or glove. 

 

5.   When tagging a runner, he/she must be tagged with the 

      ball in either the bare hand or in the glove. 

 

6.   If a base runner interferes with a fielder making a play on  

      the ball, the runner is out and the ball is dead. If the fielder 

      is in the base path making the play, the runner must avoid 

      him/her. 

 

 



 

7.   An infielder can line up anywhere (in fair territory) at the 

      time of the pitch. Don’t let a coach tell you he can’t be in  

      the baseline before the pitch. Now, if he later obstructs  

      the runner, then make the proper call. 

 

8.   A runner is not out for running more than three feet out of  

      the baseline unless he/she is avoiding a tag by a fielder. 

 

9.   If a base runner passes another runner, the one who did 

      the passing is out and the play continues. 

 

10.  If two runners are occupying the same base, then usually 

       the trailing runner is out when tagged. The exception is 

       if the trailing runner is really the one entitled to the base. 

       For example: Runners on first and second, ground ball to 

       the infield and a force play situation, the runner on second  

       for some reason does not run and the runner from first 

       makes it to second before any force out attempt. The  

       runner from first is really entitled to second base since the 

       original runner there was forced to run. In this case, a tag 

       would need to be made on the leading runner (or stepping 

       on third) to get him out. 

 

11.  No matter how obvious it is, a runner is not out if he  

       misses a base unless the defensive team appeals. As an 

       umpire, try to observe the runners touching or missing the 

       bases as they’re running. If a missed base (or the runner) is tagged 

by the defense, with the intent of appealing, before the runner 

returns to touch it, the runner is out. A runner cannot return to 

touch a missed base after the ball is dead and he has advanced to 

the next base already. If you don’t know whether he touched it or 

not, call him safe. 



        

         CALLING THE PLAY DEAD 

 

1.  Always call “Ball’s Dead”, with arms in the air, at the end 

     of a play. 

 

2.  The play is dead when the defensive pitcher has control of  

     the ball and intentionally steps on the pitching rubber... 

  

                                          OR... 

  
     all continuous play has stopped. 

 

3.  Only the defensive pitcher can kill the ball at the rubber.  

     Each manager should identify who that player is at the  

     beginning of the game. The manager can change who that  

     player is as long as he notifies the umpires.  

 

4.  All continuous play has stopped when no other plays are 

     being made by the defense and no base runners are attemp- 

     ting to advance. The most common example of this is when 

     the defensive player “freezes” the runner by having  

     possession of the ball and standing in the base path. If all  

     play has stopped after about two seconds, the play should  

     be called dead. Any defensive player can freeze a runner. 

 

5.  However, if the third baseman has the ball and “freezes”  

     the runner on third, and there is a runner on first, that  

     runner still has the right to advance if second base is open. 

     If though, after a reasonable amount of time (no more than 

     two seconds) that runner does not attempt to advance, call  

     the play dead.  



 

 

6.  When the pitcher kills the ball at the rubber, it is immediate 

     and affects all runners. 

 

7.  If the defensive pitcher is chasing a base runner with the  

     ball and happens to step on the rubber as he goes by it, the 

     ball is not dead. The intent must be to kill the ball when  

     stepping on the rubber. 

 

8.  When the ball is called dead, the position of the base- 

     runners is determined as to whether they have completely 

     crossed the half-way mark in the baseline. A runner must 

     have both feet on the ground past the line at the time the  

     ball is called dead to be awarded the next base. One foot  

     past the line and the other one still in the air, the runner 

     goes back to the previous base. 
 

9.  In a case where the runner from second to third has com- 

     pletely crossed the line and the runner from third to home 

     has not, then both go back to their bases. 
 

 

 

 
 



      OTHER INFORMATION AND TIPS 
 

1.  Both umpires should carry an indicator to keep track of  

     pitches and outs. Don’t rely on the scorekeeper. Use the  

     “Balls” indicator to count pitches, when it gets to 4, give 

    the adult pitcher a courtesy “Last Pitch” call. There will 

    be two indicators located in the cabinet inside the score- 

    booth for use. Please remember to return them after the  

    game.  

 

2.  There will also be a small brush to be used between innings, 

     or whenever home plate needs to be cleaned off. 

 

3.  On balls that are “trapped” by the fielder, give the “safe” 

     signal and yell “no catch”.  

 

4.  If a batted ball hits the adult pitcher, the ball is still in play,  

    unless in your judgment he let it hit him intentionally. In  

    that case, the batter is out and warn the pitcher. 

 

5.  After a ball is hit, the adult pitcher must get off the field. 

     The best thing for him to do is get the bat out of the way, and    

     get against the fence until the play is dead. If a pitcher   

     repeatedly does not get off the field after two warnings, he  

     must be replaced. 

 

6.  The adult pitcher is there only to pitch and coach the 

     batter until he reaches first base. If a pitcher repeatedly  

     coaches base runners and delays the game doing so, warn, 

     then replace him. Brief words of encouragement or praise 

     to a runner is permissible. 

 

 



 

7.  If a batter throws his bat after swinging, this is a very 

     dangerous situation. When this occurs, have the manager 

     talk to the player and to his team. If that player or any  

     other player continue to do it after being warned, the  

     player must be removed from the game. This may upset  

     a child or his/her parents, but it is for the children’s safe- 

     ty that it is done. No parent would want their child hit with  

     a flying bat. In any event, never call an out for a thrown 

     bat or nullify a base hit. The hit always stands. 

 

8.   If you make a judgment call on a play, and the manager   does not 

like the call, he CANNOT ask the other umpire to 

     change the call. If it was your call, and you saw it cleanly,  

     then the call stands. NEVER overrule another umpires 

     judgment call even if you are sure he was wrong.  

     If the manager believes the call violated a rule, then he can ask  

     only the umpire who made the call to confer with the other   

     umpire, but the umpire does not have to. 

    

9.   If a play warrants a discussion between the two umpires, 

      do not let any managers/coaches in on the conversation. 

 

10.  Remember, a team cannot score a run on a play where the 

       third out is made by either a force out or on the batter be- 

       fore he reached first base. In other cases, the run will  

       count if it crosses the plate before the third out is made. 

       This is a timing play. 

 

11.  The next inning starts at the moment the third out is made  

       in the bottom of the previous inning. If the third out is 

       made and the game clock shows 1 hour, 14 minutes, 55  

       seconds, then you play the next inning. 

 



12.  If one team is leading by 15 or more runs after 3 innings 

       (2 1/2 innings if the home team is leading) the game must 

       be called.  

 

13.  One umpire should sign the score book after the game. 

 

14.  If bad weather moves in during a game, and the game needs to 

       be called, an air horn will be sounded from the concession  

       stand at the major league field signaling that that umpire 

       is suspending his game and all fields should follow suit. 

 

15.  Remember, you are umpiring an official Little League 

       baseball game. Any manager or coach that displays field 

      decorum not befitting Little League, or if he/she verbally 

      attacks you in any manner that is not purely a discussion  

      about events of the game, give them one warning and then 

      throw them out of the game if it continues. There is no room 

      for that kind of behavior on the field, especially at this age 

      level. If a certain teams fans display that type of behavior, 

      notify the Player Agent or Board Member at once. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

FAIR/FOUL ANSWERS 

 
 

1.    FOUL                                15.    FAIR 

 

2.    FOUL                                16.    FAIR 

 

3.    FOUL 

 

4.    FAIR 

 

5.    FAIR 

 

6.    FAIR 

 

7.    FOUL 

 

8.    FAIR (And the runner is out if the ball has not passed a  

                   fielder who had a play on it) 

 

9.    FOUL 

 

 

10.  FAIR 

 

11.  FOUL 

 

12.  FAIR 

 

13.  FAIR (HOME RUN) 

 

14.  FAIR   


